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Rhodia originated as part of a family business known as Rhodia originated as part of a family business known as 
Verilhac Brothers, Paper-Maker in 1932. The first Rhodia Verilhac Brothers, Paper-Maker in 1932. The first Rhodia 
pad was made in 1934 in Lyon. In Lyon there is the Rhône pad was made in 1934 in Lyon. In Lyon there is the Rhône 
river. People born in this region are called Rhodaniens. river. People born in this region are called Rhodaniens. 
The name came from there. The two spruce trees in the The name came from there. The two spruce trees in the 
logo represent the two brothers.logo represent the two brothers.

Collections

Rhodia is known for high quality, exacting standards and timeless design. Rhodia is known for high quality, exacting standards and timeless design. 
It is closely associated with creativity and innovation coupled with It is closely associated with creativity and innovation coupled with 
tradition.tradition.

These pads are a favorite of artists & designers, writers, notebook fans and These pads are a favorite of artists & designers, writers, notebook fans and 
people who appreciate exceptionally smooth paper for notes, sketching people who appreciate exceptionally smooth paper for notes, sketching 
and hand drafting. People love them for their grids, quality & iconic covers.and hand drafting. People love them for their grids, quality & iconic covers.

Made in France since 1934.

The Iconic French Notepad

Origins

Classic Staplebound Dot Everything Wirebound Rhodiarama Colors
The iconic orange and black The iconic orange and black 
notepads.notepads.

The original dotGrid.The original dotGrid. Tools for efficiency and Tools for efficiency and 
creativity.creativity.

Between orange and black Between orange and black 
there is a Rhodia for you.there is a Rhodia for you.

The Paper

All Rhodia products feature Clairefontaine paper. All Rhodia products feature Clairefontaine paper. 
Clairefontaine is a French paper manufacturer that is Clairefontaine is a French paper manufacturer that is 
renowned for its fine quality notebooks. The paper is renowned for its fine quality notebooks. The paper is 
exceptionally white and ultra smooth. The mill has been exceptionally white and ultra smooth. The mill has been 
making paper since 1858 and notebooks since 1890. making paper since 1858 and notebooks since 1890. 
Clairefontaine notebooks have been used by generations Clairefontaine notebooks have been used by generations 
of writers, university students and travelers.of writers, university students and travelers.

The Rhodia Notebook, originally a sideline for Rhodia, The Rhodia Notebook, originally a sideline for Rhodia, 
was to become its most famous product. It immediately was to become its most famous product. It immediately 
overshadowed other notebooks of the time because of overshadowed other notebooks of the time because of 
its quality materials and original design of a scored front its quality materials and original design of a scored front 
cover. The orange cover dates back to the 1934. It remains cover. The orange cover dates back to the 1934. It remains 
unchanged to this day.unchanged to this day.




